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Abstract 
The classical Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov Lemma provides a link between dissipativity ofa system in state-space form and 
the solution to a linear matrix inequality. In this paper we derive the KYP Lemma for linear systems described by higher-order 
differential equations. The result is an LMI in terms of the original coefficients in which the dissipativity problem is posed. 
Subsequently we study the connection between dissipativity and spectral factorization of polynomial matrices. This enables 
us to derive a new algorithm for polynomial spectral factorization i terms of an LMI in the coefficients of a polynomial 
matrix. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The Kalman-Yalmbovich-Popov (KYP) Lemma is 
a classical result relating dissipativity of a system in 
state-space form to the existence of a solution to a 
linear matrix inequality (LMI). The KYP Lemma has 
always been recognized as a key result in systems the- 
ory, and over the last years it has regained popularity 
due to the availability of  fast numerical routines for 
solving LMIs. A fermulation and a proof of the clas- 
sical KYP Lemma may be found in [6]. 
In this paper we formulate the KYP Lemma for lin- 
ear differential systems, that is, systems described by 
a set of linear, higher-order differential equations in- 
volving the variables associated with the system. Such 
descriptions are commonly studied in the behavioural 
approach to linear systems theory, see for instance [7]. 
*Corresponding author. E-mail: r.a.b.vandergeest@math.utwente. 
nl. 
This paper is about systems that are dissipative 
with respect to a certain supply rate. This supply 
rate is specified in terms of quadratic differential 
forms (QDFs). Recently, Willems and Trentelman 
[8] introduced QDFs for specifying dissipativity in 
a behavioural framework. A QDF is a quadratic 
function of the variables associated with the system 
and some of  their higher-order derivatives. There- 
fore, QDFs are particularly apt to specify quadratic 
expressions involving the variables of differential 
systems. 
The line of reasoning in this paper is as follows. 
First, we formulate a KYP Lemma for generalized 
first-order systems, like in [1]. Then we transform the 
property of dissipativity in a higher-order f amework 
into an equivalent property for a first-order system, 
in terms of the coefficients of  the higher-order sys- 
tem. Plugging this first-order system into the KYP 
Lemma leads to an LMI in terms of the original 
coefficients. 
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A system is dissipative with respect to a certain 
supply rate iff there exists a storage function, and 
this storage function is related to the solution to the 
LMI in the KYP Lemma. It may be found in [8] that 
an alternative way of finding storage functions is by 
performing a polynomial spectral factorization of a 
polynomial matrix associated with the supply rate. We 
use this connection in the last part of this paper to 
present a new algorithm for polynomial spectral fac- 
torization in terms of an LMI. 
2. Dissipativity in a behavioural framework 
This paper is about linear, time-invariant, d$ 
ferential systems, that is, linear, time-invariant, 
continuous-time systems, whose behaviour consists 
of all solutions w to a linear differential equation of 
the form 
R $ w=O. 
( 1 
(1) 
Here R E rWPx4[Q is a p x q polynomial matrix in the 
indeterminate t of a certain degree N, 
R(~):=R0+R,~+R2i’2+-.+RN~N. (2) 
A description of the form given by Eq. (1) is called 
an autoregressive representation, or kernel represen- 
tation, and its properties are commonly studied in 
the behavioural approach to linear systems theory. 
(See for instance [7].) The behaviour described by 
Eq. (1) is defined as the set of all w that satisfy the 
differential equation, 
Z8 := {wE%?~([W,[W~) s.t. Eq. (1)). (3) 
Here %‘%([w, iwq) is the set of infinitely often differ- 
entiable functions from [w to [wq. The system @ rep- 
resented by Eq. (1) is called controllable if for all 
WI, w2 E 39 there exists a w E B and a T 3 0 such that 
w(t) = 
{ 
WI (t> for t CO, 
w2(t + 2”) for t 30. 
The following result may be found in [7]. 
(4) 
Lemma 2.1. The system B represented by Eq. (1) is 
controllable @R(2) has the same rank for all I. E @. 
The representation given by Eq. (1) is minimal if 
the matrix R has full row-rank. It may be found in [7] 
that every differential system admits a minimal kernel 
representation. Moreover, two minimal kernel repre- 
sentations with polynomial matrices RI and R2 repre- 
sent the same behaviour iff there exists a unimodular 
matrix U such that RI = UR2. 
In [8] it is shown how quadratic expressions in the 
variables of differential systems are described very 
adequately using quadratic differential forms. Let 
@ E rWixq [[, ~1 be a symmetric two-variable polyno- 
mial matrix in the commuting indeterminates [ and n, 
where the matrices @ii E [wqxq satisfy Qij = @;., and 
where K is the degree of @, i.e., K is the highest 
power of [ and ye appearing in @([, y). Consider sig- 
nals w E ?Z”([w, [wq). The quadratic dtflerentialform 
(QDF) associated with @ is 
(5) 
Q@(W) := ,<GcK ( $)T @ii (g) C6) 
. . 
The tilde “-” is used to denote the matrix containing 
the coefficients of a polynomial matrix or two-variable 
polynomial matrix. Thus, the coefficient matrix asso- 
ciated with R is 
k:= (R. RI ... RN) (7) 







\W :I. (9) (0 
Let D([w, [wq) be the subset of Va(iw, l&J) consisting 
of functions that have compact support. The follow- 
ing result from [8] is that dissipativity of a system is 
equivalent to the existence of a storage function. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the system 93 represented 
by Eq. (1) is controllable. Then the following two 
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statements are equivalent: 
(1) For a l lwEMAD(~,~q) ,  
/ /  O~(w)(t)dt~O. (10) 
O(3 
(2) There exists a symmetric two-variable polyno- 
mial matrix 7 j such that 
d 
~Q~,(w)<~Q~(w) for all wE~.  (11) 
Stated in words, tlhe first statement in Lemma 2.2 
says that the system ~ is dissipative with respect 
to the supply rate Q~, and the second statement in 
Lemma 2.2 says that the QDF Qe is a storage func- 
tion for the supply rate Qe on the behaviour N. 
It turns out that storage functions are closely related 
to the state of the system. The notion of state of a dif- 
ferential system is studied by Rapisarda nd Willems 
[4]. A latent variable: representation f ~ with latent 
variable x of the forra 
= {W E (~(~,  [~q)l~]x E c~0(~, ~q) s.t. 
Gw+Fx+E: f=O} (12) 
is called a state representation of ~' with state vari- 
able x. We mean in Fq. (12) that the differential equa- 
tion Gw + Fx + E~f = 0 is satisfied in the sense of 
distributions. The fu~7 behaviour of such a state rep- 
resentation is defined as 
~f := ((W)E(~o¢:([]~,~q+n) 
s.t. Gw + F~ + E~ = 0 I (13) I 
The following result from [5] says that if the two- 
variable polynomial matrix ~b is a constant matrix, 
then every storage fhnction is a quadratic function 
of every state of the system. 
Lemma 2.3. Let ~C~ q×q. Let Qe be a stor- 
age function for Q~ on the behaviour ~. Let 
Gw + Fx + E.f = 0 ,be a state representation of the 
system ~ with full kehaviour ~f. Then there exists 
a symmetric matrix K E [~n×n such that 
Q~'(w)=xTKx f°ra l l  (w)  E~f 'x  (14) 
3. The KYP Lemma for first-order systems 
In this section we formulate the KYP Lemma for 
generalized first-order systems that are controllable 
and trim. This is the first step on the way to a KYP 
Lemma for differential systems: in the next section it 
turns out that a controllable differential system admits 
a generalized first-order epresentation that is con- 
trollable and trim. Consider a system in generalized 
first-order representation, 
Gw = Fw, (15) 
where G and F are real-valued, p x q matrices. Define 
the behaviour described by Eq. (15) as 
:= {W E (~°°(~, [~ q) s.t. Eq. (15)}. (16) 
The set of consistent points of Eq. (15) is 
m 0 := {w 0 C ~]~q ]3w E ~ s.t. w(0) = w0}. (17) 
The representation given by Eq. (15) is called trim if 
m 0 = ~q. 
The KYP Lemma for generalized first-order sys- 
tems is formulated as follows. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M = M T C ~qxq. Assume that the 
system ~ represented by Eq. (15) is controllable, 
and that the representation given by Eq. (15) is trim. 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) For all w E ~ N D(~, ~q), 
_~ wT(t)Mw(t)dt >,O. (18) 
(2) There exists a symmetric matrix P E ~pxp 
such that 
M + FTpG + GTpF>~O. (19) 
Proof. 
// Vw E ~ M D(R, Nq) : wr(t)Mw(t) dt >~ 0 (20) 
~ {Lemma 2.2} 
3~E [Rqffq[~,r/] s.t. 
d T Vw E .~: -~(Q~(w)) <~ w Mw (21) 
{Gw is a state variable, Lemma 2.3} 
3E = E T E ~P×P s.t. 
d T T T VwE~:  ~(w G EGw)<~w Mw (22) 
{P = -E}  
3P =pT E ~P×P s.t. 
d (wTGTpGw) <~wTMw (23) VwE~:  - -~  
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{product rule} 
3P =pT E ~pxp s.t. 
VwECi :wX(M+FVPG+GTpF)w>~O (24) 
{the representation given by Eq. (15) is trim} 
3P=PrER pxp s . t .M+FrPG+G~PF>~0.  (25) 
[] 
Remark. Lemma 3.1 is slightly different from the re- 
sult in [ 1 ], where it is not assumed that the representa- 
tion given by Eq. (15) is trim, but where the matrix G 
is assumed to have full row-rank. Note that if the sys- 
tem ~ is controllable, then the representation given 
by Eq. (15) is trim if the matrix G has full row-rank. 
4. The KYP Lemma for higher-order systems 
We start off this section with a controllable sys- 
tem in kernel representation, and in a few steps we 
transform it into a generalized first-order system that 
is controllable and trim. The first-order epresentation 
is formulated in terms of the original coefficients of 
the higher-order system. Consider the system N with 
kernel representation 
R(d)  w=0.  (26) 
Here R E {~P×q [~] is a p x q polynomial matrix of 
degree N, 
R(~) = R0 q-- RI~ +R2~ 2 +""  q-RN~ N (27) 
and w is the manifest variable. Let r i denote the ith 
row of R, and let Pi <~N denote its row degree, that is, 
the maximum of the degrees of the entries in row r~. 
Step 1: The first transformation step is to build 
an 'extended' kernel representation by differentiating 
some of the constraints. Consider the following poly- 
nomial matrix containing the rows and some deriva- 
tives of the rows of R: 
R~(¢) 




Re(~) := . (29) 
~N-P'ri(~) 
Note that the 'extended' kernel representation 
describes the same behaviour as Eq. (26). 
Step 2: The second transformation step is to 
put the variable w and all its relevant derivatives into 
a vector (, /'/ f := . (31) 
w(!~¢) 
This enables us to derive a first-order latent variable 
representation with external variable w and latent vari- 
able d. 
(lNq O) i  = (0 INq)~ , (32) 
/~e# = 0, (33) 
w = (lq 0) ( .  (34) 
Here, for given n, In denotes the n x n identity matrix, 
and/~e denotes the coefficient matrix of R e. Note that 
/~e has dimensions (~(=j  N + 1 - Pi) by (N + 1)q. 
The (manifest) behaviour of this latent variable rep- 
resentation is
~v := {w E cg~(~, ~q)13~ E cg~(~, ~(N+l)q) 
s.t. Eqs. (32)-(34)}. (35) 
Note that Mfv = ~,  that is, this latent variable repre- 
sentation still describes the same behaviour. 
Step 3: The final transformation step is to eliminate 
the algebraic onstraint given by Eq. (33) by rewriting 
it in image representation 
Re( : 0 ¢:~ # ~- R%±m (36) 
for some vector m of dimension d = (N + 1)q - 
~i  
~P_~N+ 1-p i ,  where R e is any matrix with d 
columns such that 
ker(/~ e) - ± = image(R e ). (37) 
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This induces the tbllowing generalized first-order 
representation with external variable w and latent 
variable m: 
( INq O ) Re±fft = ( 0 INq ) R~e±m, (38) 
~A_ 
w= (lq O)R ~ m. (39) 
The (manifest) behaviour of this generalized 
first-order representation is 
s.t. Eqs. (38) and (39)}. (40) 
Note that this representation describes the same be- 
haviour as the kernel representation that we started 
with: M = ~gfo. 
We must ensure that the representation given by 
Eq. (38) is trim betbre we can plug it into the KYP 
Lemma for generalized first-order systems. 
Lemma 4.1. Assum:e that the matrix R & row-re- 
duced Then the generalized first-order representa- 
tion given by Eq. (38) is trim. 
Proof. Since ~ = ~gfo, Eq. (41) is equivalent to 
saying that for all m ED(N, R d) that satisfy Eq. (38), 
f /  T ~A_T ~ ~A_ m (OR e qbR e m(t)dt>~O. (43) 
O0 
Moreover, since R is row-reduced, the representation 
given by Eq. (38) is trim by Lemma 4.1. The result 
follows using Lemma 3.1. [] 
Remark 4.3. There is a one-one relationship between 
solutions P to the linear matrix inequality given by 
Eq. (42) and storage functions Qe for Q~ on ~', 
defined by 
= -P .  (44) 
Consequently, these storage functions are of the form 
Qe(w) = (T ( q~0qxNq ONqxq~Oqxq / (45) 
Ouqxq ) (. (46) = _(T P 
OqxNq Oqxq 
Proof. See Appendix A. [] 
A polynomial matrix of full row-rank can be made 
row-reduced by premultiplication with a suitable uni- 
modular matrix, see for instance [2]. Therefore, we 
may assume without loss of generality, that a kernel 
representation is row-reduced. The main result of this 
section is now formulated as follows 
Remark. It is still possible to use Theorem 4.2 even 
if the degree K of q~ is larger than N. In this case 
the degree of the matrix R must first be increased 
artificially by imposing RN+I = RN+2 . . . . .  RK =: 
Opxq. [] 
5. Polynomial spectral factorization 
Theorem4.2. Let ~(~,~l) be a symmetric two- 
variable polynomial matrix as in Eq. (5), with 
K <~N. Assume theft the system ~ represented by 
Eq. (26) is controllable, and that the matrix R is 
row-reduced. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) For all w E ~ AD(N, Nq), 
/_ ~ Q~(w)(t)dt>~O. (41) 
OO 
(2) There exists a symmetric matrix P E NXqxXq 
such that 
±T R e 
0qxq OqxNq 
~- ( Oq~)Nq ONqxqOqXq ) )  R e />0. (42) 
In this last section we present a new algorithm for 
polynomial spectral factorization. This algorithm is 
based on the use of a suitable LMI. We begin by 
introducing some results from factorization theory. 
A square polynomial matrix M is para-Hermitian if
MT(--¢) = M((). It may be found in for instance 
[3], that if a para-Hermitian matrix M satisfies 
M(ico)~>0 for all ogER, (47) 
then there exist square polynomial matrices F(¢) and 
C(~) such that 
M(¢) = FT( -¢)F(¢)  (48) 
and 
M(~) = C(~)cT(--~). (49) 
These factorizations are called a symmetric polyno- 
mial spectral factorization and spectral co-factorization 
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of M(~), respectively. Moreover, if 
MOo) ) > 0 for allco~N, (50) 
then M admits a Hurwitz factorization and co- 
factorization, 
M(~) = FT(-~)F~(~) (51) 
and 
M(~) = CH(~)cT(-~), respectively, (52) 
where FH and CH are square and Hurwitz ~ polynomial 
matrices. 
Consider now a symmetric two-variable polynomial 
matrix ¢b that satisfies 
4~(-ico, ico) > 0 for all coE~. (53) 
Our new spectral factorization technique is to derive 
an LMI for finding a square and Hurwitz spectral fac- 
tor FH(~) and co-factor CH(~) such that 
4 ( -  ~, ~) = FHT( - ~)FH(~.) = CH(~)cT( - ~). (54) 
Note that his also solves the factorization problem for 
an arbitrary square, para-Hermitian polynomial matrix 
M E ~qxq[~]  that satisfies Eq. (50), since it is always 
possible to transform M into ¢b by taking 
45(~, t/) := ½(MT(~) + M(q)). (55) 
Indeed we have 4~(-~,~)=M(~), since M(~) is 
para-Hermitian. 
The following result from [8] gives a characteri- 
zation of dissipativity in terms of non-negativity of
q~(- ~, ~) along the imaginary axis. 
Lemma 5.1. 
/_ ~ Q~(w)(t)dt>~O for a l lwED(R,~ q) (56) 
OC 
¢b(-io~,ko)~>0 for all toe ~. (57) 
This lemma is used in [8] to derive the following 
result hat relates torage functions to spectral factor- 
izations. 
Lemma 5.2. (1) Assume that 
fS  Q~(w)(t)dt>~O wEO(~,~q) .  (58)  for all 
O~ 
1 A square polynomial matrix H is Hurwitz if the real parts of 
the roots of det(H) are negative. 
Then there exist storage functions Q~ and Qq,+ for 
Qe) such that 
Qq,- <~Q~,<<,Qe+ (59) 
for every storage function Qe for Q~. 
(2) Assume that 4~(-ico, ico) > O for all ~o E ~. 
Let Fu( ~) and CH( ~) be a square and Hurwitz spec- 
tral factor and co-factor of q)(-~, ~), respectively. 
Then 
• (~,~) -F~(~)FH(n) 
7J-((,q) = (60) 
+ 
and 
~+(~,q)  = ~(( ,q)  - CH(q)C~(() (61) 
+ 
The following theorem is our result on polynomial 
spectral factorization. 
Theorem 5.3. Let ~((, ~/) be a symmetric two-varia- 
ble polynomial matrix of degree K, as in Eq. (5). 
Consider the following linear matrix inequality in the 
symmetric Kq × Kq matrix P: 
Oq×q OqxKq ~- P OKqxq 
(62) 
Let F(P) denote the left-hand side of the inequality 
given by Eq. (62), and define the solution set of Eq. 
(62) as 5P: ={P=PTE R KqxKq s.t. Eq. (62)}. 
Assume that • satisfies 
~(-ico, ico) > 0 foral looE~. (63) 
Then 5 P is non-empty. Moreover, there exist P-,  
P+ E 5 ~ such that P-<<,P <~P+ for all PE5 ~. Further- 
more, 
rank(F(P-)) = rank(F(P+)) = q. (64) 
Consequently, there exist V E ~qx(K+l)q and Q E 
~(K+l)q×q such that 
F(P+)=I?T I  ? and F(P - )=QQ T. (65) 
Define now (1 
v(~):=P ~I. 
~xI 
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and 
Q(~) := ( I  ~I . . . .  ~KI ) Q. (66) 
Then V(~) and Q(~) are a square and Hurwitz fac- 
tor and co-factor of  ~( -~,  ~), respectively. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, condition given by Eq. (63) 
implies that for all w E D(R, Rq ), 
_~ Q~(w)(t)dt>~O. (67) 
By Theorem 4.2, Eq. (67) implies that 5 ~ ~ ~. More- 
over, by Remark 4.3, Qe is a storage function for Q~ 
for all T such that - tp  = p E 5C It follows from 
Lemma 5.2(1 ) that ~:here xist P- ,P+ E 5 P such that 
~ _  
P-~<P~<P+ for a l lPE50.  Infact, T =-P+ and 
T+ = -P - .  Moreover, 
F(P - )  . 
~K I jIK I 
= ¢(~, ~/) - (~ + r/)T+(~, q) (68) 
and 
1/I 
~I F( P+ ) . 
~ I *IKI 
= ¢(~,q) - (~+ q)T-(~,r/). (69) 
Let FH(~) and CH(~)be a square and Hurwitz spectral 
factor and co-factor of q~(-~, ~), respectively. Then 
by Lemma 5.2(2), the expressions in Eqs. (68) and 
(69) are equal to F~(~)FH(q) and CH01)C~(~.), re- 
spectively. This implies that 
rank(F(P-))<~q and rank(F(P+))<~q. (70) 
Condition (63) implies that ~00=<b(0,0)> 0, so 
that 
rank(F(P)) ~> q for all P E 5~. (71 ) 
It follows that 
rank(F(P- )) = rank(F(P +)) = q. (72) 
Again by Lemma 5.2(2), for any choice of I ? and Q, 
VT(~)V(~I) = F~(~)FH(q) 
and 
Q(~/)Qr(ff) = CH(q)C~(~), (73) 
This is equivalent to saying that 
and 
O (d)  W 2 = CH (d )  w 2. (74) 
This implies that V(~) and Q(~) are also a square and 
Hurwitz factor and co-factor of 4( - ~, ~), respectively. 
[] 
Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 4.1 
We prove that if R is row-reduced, then for all 
do E ker(R e) there exists an d(t) E ker(/~ e) that satis- 
fies Eq. (32) and d(0) = do. This proves Lemma 4.1 
because of the relation between d and m. 
Note that R,q) 
Ri2 R e = , (A.1) 
where 
R~. := (01×q( j 1) ri Olxq(pi-j)). (A.2) 
Consider the matrix R~ containing the last rows ofR e 
fo r /= 1 .. . . .  p, 
[ R~P2 
R~ := . (A.3) 
~k PPp 
e Partition R L as follows: 
R~ =: R~2 . (1.4) 
q columns 
Note that R~2 has full row-rank, since R is row-reduced. 
Let R~ 2 t denote a right-inverse of R~L 2. 
Now pick an arbitrary do E ker(/~ ¢) and partition it 
in line with the partition in Eq. (A.4), 
(Eo , )  (1.5) 
~0 =:  dO 2 • 
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The signal ((t) has the same partition, 
((t) =: ( (1 (0 )  (A.6) 
\ ~2(t) " 
Define El (t) as the solution to the differential equation 
~l(t)= (O(N-l)qxqlI( -l)ql El(t), (n.7) 
with initial conditions (1(0) := #10. Define gz(t) as 
#2(t) := -R~ t R~-'1 #, (t). (A.8) 
This choice of E(t) satisfies Eq. (32) and ~(0) --- Eo. 
In addition, 
R•((t) = 0 for all t. (A.9) 
Note that since ~0 E ker(R e), 
R~p_ {(0) = 0. (A.10) 
From Eqs. (32) and (A.9) it follows that 
Rep, 1E(t) =Rep/(t) = 0 for all t. (A.11) 
Eqs. (A. 10) and (A. 11) together imply that 
By repeating this argument Pi -- 1 times we prove that 
RT((t) = 0. It follows that {(t) E ker(/~'~). 
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